
The Aspen Cooperative

Aspen groves are the largest living organisms on earth. Their underground net-
works connect otherwise disparate trunks allowing the species to flourish in even 
the most hostile environments. The Aspen Cooperative imagines how a micro-
cosm of society could work together like the aspen groves; connected and feed-
ing off each other’s skills, energy, knowledge and love to form a whole, which is 
greater than the sum of its parts.

The political and economic climate globally is having serious consequences for 
many working people. Homelessness and unfordable rents are leaving large 
swathes of society behind. 

Even relatively wealthy Denver is not exempt from these hardships:
8% increase in homelessness (2018-19)
750 homeless veterans
30% of residents paying unsustainable rates of rent (more than 50% household 
income)

Furthermore, global climate change is threatening our very existence as a spe-
cies. The current built infrastructure in Denver is highly dependent upon air con-
ditioning for the hot summers and heating via fossil fuel sources for the cold 
winters. This can not continue if we intend to leave a viable planet for the next 
generation to inhabit.  

The Aspen cooperative knits economic, environmental and social sustainability 
together. People contribute in ways that are appropriate for their age and capa-
bilities. 

Social Sustainability – Living Together

The Aspen Co-operative challenges the typology of the cellular family home by 
providing accommodation that explores different levels of privacy. Clusters of 8-10 people are formed with shared living, cooking and dining facilities. The base cluster 
design is flexible to adapt to a variety of mixes of people. Each cluster forms a mini unit to help another with daily life, be it ad hoc child care, emotional support or daily 
tasks. Furthermore the overall cooperative has shared facilities (laundry, car share, co-working, gardens/farms) for clusters to come together and form a community.

Economic Sustainability – Working Together in Social Enterprices 

The ground floor of the Aspen Cooperative is where the community opens up to the city. A large open space area will provide space for a café/bar, co-working and 
event space. An onsite brewery serves the bar, and high yielding spice farming, alongside lavender production and beehives provide a produce the cooperative can 
use to generate its own economy. We highly recommend tasting the speciality lavender IPA!

Environmental sustainability – Living with the Environment

The buildings are designed to be entirely naturally ventilated to deal with the hot summers experienced in Denver. Narrow plans arranged in strips north-south harness 
the prevailing winds.
Strategies such as rainwater harvesting, recycling of water, collecting solar energy all allow the building to operate with minimal energy demands. 

Emboddied carbon is limited using Cross Laminated Timber as the primary structure. The outer walls are formed from compacted earth at lower levels. Above, insu-
lated plaster panels provide a lightweight and airtight seal.
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Site Strategy

Clusters Typology Co-Living - A day in the life

Environmental Strategy
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1. Morning: Terence is reading the paper on the terrace. Mia 
runs in and gets on his knee. She is trying to learn to read. Loui-
sa comes in with breakfast for both of them before heading off to 
work.

4. The children have created a fort out of one of brad’s latest 
discarded boxes. Janet watches and prepares them a snack to 
prepare for their adventures!

5. Christopher is behind the bar. Janet drops by on her way 
back from work to collect laundry from the communal laundry. 
She reminds Christopher he has agreed to cook tonight. Chris-
topher gives her a sip of the latest brew – lavender IPA from the 
lavender grown on the roof. She is not convinced…

6. Christopher and Samuel are cooking together in the kitch-
en. Samuel has begrudgingly left his room to help his dad 
after knowing the disaster when he last cooked by himself. 
Everyone is gathered around the dining table impatiently 
waiting to be fed. Just a little sprinkle of organic oregano 
from the community farm as the finishing touch! 

2. Beekeeper Zoey has agreed to show Daniel and Lizzi the 
bees.

3. Brad is struggling with his engineering assignment. Ter-
ence takes a look as Brad discovers he used to be an engi-
neer in the navy.

The Cluster

Terence 80 year old veteran – sprightly fellow 
Zoey 32 year old beekeeper – an independent spirit
Brad 21 year old engineering student – fixes and builds
Louisa 25 year old single mum who works in a convenience store. Mia a cheeky 4 year old is 
Louisa’s daughter
Christopher 34 works in the brewery and Janet 38 works in an accountancy firm. They have 3 
children. Samuel a moody 13 year old and 6 year old twins Daniel and Lizzi.


